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Introduction
Those in the know tell us that a
person who has lost a loved one should
find an outlet for his or her grief. From
the day that my first wife, Shannon
died until a year later, I found my
outlet in writing a journal. For at least
a few minutes at the close of several
days in that first year following her
death, I opened my journal and wrote.
Some days I would pour out my soul.
Other days I would jot down nothing
more than a few passing thoughts. Still
other days found me not writing at all.
This book consists of the contents of
that journal.
You will not find a step by step
method of handling your grief here.
Because no two people grieve exactly
alike, the details of my journey through
grief might be dramatically different
than yours. What you will find here
are emotions, questions, and attitudes
of a man who, while having grieved
over other losses earlier in life, had
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never before known grief at this level.
My hope is that, in seeing these, you
will recognize similar feelings within
your own life and realize that you are
not alone. I also hope that you will see
the bright spots and growth in my life
during this time so that you will
understand that grief can be only a
temporary burden rather than a
lifelong taskmaster. It does not have to
rule our lives.
I did not originally write my journal
with the intention of publishing it.
These are the raw thoughts of someone
who was working his way through grief.
I have made a few grammatical
corrections since then to make it more
suitable for publication and I also
chose to leave out my children's names.
Other than that, everything here was
written in the moment.
My reason for sharing these most
private of feelings is simply to help
others who are walking the path I
walked in that first year. Keep in mind
that the journal entries cover only the
first year. I did not magically get over
my grief on day number 366. I just no
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longer felt the need to keep a journal.
My grief was taking a different course
and thus required a different outlet. My
prayer is that you will find something
here that comforts and encourages you
to keep on going in your journey
through grief.
Michael Gifford - October 2, 2015
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Day 1
I lost my best friend this evening.
Shannon went to be with the Lord at
8:59 pm. I am happy for her but my
heart is broken. I can’t believe she’s
gone.

Day 2
My oldest daughter and her family flew
in today to join my youngest daughter,
my youngest son, and me. My oldest
son went back to college in another
state. In spite of the fact that my family
and friends were near, this was without
question the worst day of my life. At
exactly 8:59 pm I thought of how only
24 hours earlier I had watched
Shannon pass from this world. It was
more than I could bear and I needed
the children near me to help me handle
it.
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Day 3
After a good night’s rest, I woke up
ready to take on the day. As I was
driving to town I thought of one of
Shannon’s favorite songs, “House on
Pooh Corner” and started singing it.
The song reminded me of how much
fun Shannon and I had had through
the years.
I went to the Gospel meeting at church
today. It was difficult to be there
without Shannon but I dug deep and
pulled out the courage and faith that I
needed to not only enjoy the worship
but to even say a few words afterward
and speak to several people.

Day 4
After a short night’s sleep (I have to
start getting to bed earlier), I was too
tired to enjoy much of the morning. I
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had the preacher of the Gospel
meeting, our elders and their wives, as
well as the local preacher and his wife
over for lunch. Shannon and I had
always
entertained
the
visiting
preacher on the Wednesday afternoons
of Gospel meetings. I wasn’t going to let
that tradition end. She had told me a
few weeks before she died to be sure to
be hospitable. Again, there were
challenges as I thought of how much
she would have enjoyed preparing the
food, setting the table, serving others
and visiting with the ladies. But I made
it through.
The one thing I am noticing is that I am
counting the days from when Shannon
died. Earlier today I said, “three days”
to myself, as though I was thinking,
“I’m three days closer to being reunited
with her in heaven.” My children need
me here. I can’t dwell on the future. I
need to enjoy the present. I still can’t
believe she’s gone though. I have her
picture on my computer desktop. I can
still look into her eyes but I so very
much long to hold her.
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Day 5
I got back into a little more of a routine
today, especially conducting business.
Since Sunday night I feel a greater
urgency to get things done. If I’m not
careful I’m going to let this overwhelm
me and forget to take time to relax.
This evening we all went to watch a tball game. We didn’t know anyone
there. I just wanted to do something for
the fun of it. It was fun, although I
found myself quietly trying to help the
coaches.
There were still times today when I just
started to cry. For the last couple of
days I’ve come up to my room in midafternoon, hugged Shannon’s robe and
cried myself to sleep. Writing that
sentence has made me cry again. I
suppose it’s gotten “easier” but I don’t
know. I’m trying to take care of myself
physically but I really do wonder how
much longer my heart can hold out. My
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faith is not shaken,
Shannon so much.

but

I

miss

Day 6
After 8 hours of sleep, I found this to be
a better day. Obviously I still think of
Shannon often throughout the day. I’m
starting to feel more of a sense of
mission though. I have a son to bring
up, a family to continue to influence for
good, books to write, classes to teach, a
business to grow, etc. I feel more of a
sense of urgency than perhaps I ever
have. With this in my heart, I find the
days passing more quickly.

Day 7
Another good night’s sleep has me
feeling good today. One thing I am
starting to fear though. As the days go
by and I get farther away from
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Shannon’s passing, I’m afraid that I’ll
forget her. I know I need to let go and I
can’t live in sadness, but I feel some
guilt for not thinking about her as often
now.

Day 8
I had a good day worshipping God and
studying in Bible class today. Being
back in worship with the church for the
first time by myself in months was not
as difficult as I thought it would be. I
even took back my old jobs of leading
the boys’ training class and leading
singing during singing night. My
youngest son and I made food for the
monthly meal and I enjoyed staying to
visit.
I spent some time after getting home
talking to a Gospel preacher friend who
had lost his wife to cancer 11 years
ago. I appreciate him listening to me
and sharing his feelings during that
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time. He has since remarried but he
still remembered his first wife's passing
and all that surrounded it. It was
helpful to talk to someone who has
“been there” because this is a unique
experience that no one can tell you
about if they haven’t been through it.
I’ve lost my spouse, I’ve lost a parent
but I haven’t lost a child. Each loss
bears its own individual grief and for
anyone to say they understand when
they haven’t been through it is really
not true.

Day 9
Today I find myself feeling a little
melancholy. I’m missing Shannon’s
touch. I miss holding her. I miss
talking to her. I knew there would be
lonely times but it’s another one of
those “you’ll never know until you’ve
been there” experiences. I love my
children and my friends, but it’s just
not the same.
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I spent some time today studying about
heaven. It’s more real than it ever has
been and the more I read the Bible, the
more I understand. In spite of that, I
still don’t think I fully grasp the glory of
heaven.
I do, however, have every
intention of going there and finding out
about it for myself.

Day 10
It was difficult to put together the slide
show for Shannon’s memorial this
Saturday. I think I cried through just
about all of it. Just looking at her
picture makes me lonesome for her.
I enjoyed about a 2 hour talk with the
local preacher today as we discussed
what had happened and what the Bible
teaches about heaven. I’ve long known
what the Bible teaches about heaven.
It’s just that now my interest seems to
have intensified. I want to know what
Shannon is experiencing.
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Day 11
This has been a pretty good day today.
Shannon’s parents arrived. It’s still
difficult for them. I’ve known the
feelings of the loss of a parent and a
spouse but not of the loss of a child. I
imagine it’s quite different.

Day 12
Family is starting to come in now. The
next few days will be very busy and
people will be all around. I’m glad for
the support but I expect I’ll feel the
“crash” in a couple of days after
everyone is gone.

Day 13
I woke up this morning with some
nervousness in my stomach. It could be
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from anticipation of speaking at
Shannon's memorial but I’m guessing
that going to bed at 1:00 a.m. has
something to do with it as well.
I’m still working out all of those details
that are involved in a death –
insurance,
wills,
probate,
social
security. Does such tedium occupy our
minds and give us a respite from grief
or aggravate them and magnify our
grief?

Day 14
Shannon’s memorial was today. There
were over 300 people there. We had to
bring in extra chairs and there were
some people standing. It went very well.
It took every ounce of strength I had to
speak but I made it and my voice
started to crack only one time. I knew it
was important for me to give that
message
because,
first,
it
was
scriptural, and second, it would
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encourage others to see my faith and
confidence in God. Just when it seems
things can’t get any more difficult
something else comes along, but God
blessed me in that effort. I’m thankful
that the Gospel was heard today,
perhaps by some for the first time. I
enjoyed spending time with my mother
and my brother and some of his family.

Day 15
I'm pretty much exhausted today. I’ve
eaten better but my stomach hurts. I
think it’s just due to being tired. Both
worship services were good and I had
no difficulties.
I went to see a friend whose wife is in
the hospital because of complications
caused by chemotherapy. That was a
bit of a challenge but I felt like I was
able to talk to someone going through
cancer on a level that I had never been
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at before. Perhaps the Lord can
continue to use me in this capacity.

Day 16
I took my oldest daughter and her
family to the airport today. It wasn’t as
tough as I thought it would be. I know
I’ll be in their hearts as they are in
mine.
This evening my sons and I attended a
Gospel meeting in a nearby city. I had
the opportunity to lead prayer during
worship – another first since Shannon’s
death. It’s good to be around fellow
Christians.
I also went to see a friend who was in
the same hospital in which Shannon
had been a patient during the majority
of her illness. This was another first. I
had not been to that hospital since we
had left to bring Shannon home for
hospice care. I believe I handled it well
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but part of me was thinking that I
could go to a room and find her there.
One thing I’m not enjoying is that from
time to time over the last couple of
weeks I’ve had flashbacks of things
that I said to Shannon that I wish I
wouldn’t have said or things that we
were going to do together that we never
did. I hope that after my errors I
apologized to her but I can’t recall. I
wish I could think only of the positive
things in our life because there were so
many. Maybe this is happening
because I just want her to be here so I
can talk to her about these things. If
she were here, she’d say she had
forgotten about the bad things or that
they didn’t matter, but unfortunately I
can’t hear that from her now.

Day 17
I keep thinking that all of this is not
real and that Shannon will come in at
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any moment. Others have told me this
is not unusual. This evening I was
thinking about this and figured
something out. Shannon and I had over
11,000 days together as husband and
wife. Even when we were separated by
travel, we each knew the other was still
there. It’s only been 16 days since I lost
her. 11,000 days versus 16 days – it’s
going to take a lot longer to accept that
she’s gone.
I wrote the introduction to In the Lap of
God: Comfort from the Psalms today.

Day 18
Today was a good day as I busied
myself with a variety of tasks. I was
able to start making sales calls again. I
also checked on those who were sick
and prepared for and taught Bible
class. It felt good to be teaching again
since I had stopped teaching about four
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months
illness.

earlier

due

to

Shannon's

I still find myself crying from time to
time, especially when I’m praying.
There’s a lot of sorrow bound up within
me. I’m thankful that the Lord allows
me to cast it upon Him.

Day 19
Today I took my youngest son to watch
a nearby private school practice
football. This would be the team he
would play for if he plays this fall
because the team I had started and
coached no longer exists. I couldn’t
stop thinking of how Shannon loved to
watch our children play ball. This team
has one more week of spring practice
and I know I could have my son out
there on Monday night, but I just feel I
need some more time. I feel so rushed
right now, like I don’t have nearly
enough time in a day to get everything
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done. To add 3-4 hours of football per
day right now would probably be too
much. I feel that I’m depriving him but
I don’t have control of all of this yet.
I am feeling overwhelmed at the
thought of parting with all of the “stuff”
that Shannon had collected over the
years – fabric, sewing materials,
magazines, clothes, trinkets such as
bells and water globes. There is so
much but I don’t want just anyone to
have these things. I want to give things
to people who will appreciate them and
remember Shannon when they look at
them.
I still wonder why she had to go. I
understand that we all must die and I
imagine that her passing at any age
would have been too young for me. I’m
also not questioning God nor am I
angry at Him. It’s just a rhetorical
question I suppose, one that doesn’t
demand an answer. I just miss her so
much and it still hurts. Am I learning
anything from all of this? I hope and
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pray that I am, for it seems that such
deep pain must bring forth some good.

Day 20
I’ve come to a realization. I was not a
perfect husband. That sounds obvious
but the reason I needed to realize that
is that I’ve been having so many
thoughts about things I said or didn’t
say, did or didn’t do that were wrong.
I’ve been beating myself up over these,
forgetting the many good times we had
together. She wasn’t perfect either but
in my memory I see her as such. Two
extremes are at work: exaggeration of
my flaws and exaggeration of her
qualities. Neither of us was perfect, but
I loved Shannon and she loved me.
Maybe Peter’s statement in I Peter 4:8
applies. What we lacked as the perfect
husband and the perfect wife we made
up for with love.
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Day 21
Today my youngest daughter and I
went to a friend's college graduation.
Shannon would have greatly enjoyed
that. I also had some close friends over
for dinner and a movie, another of
Shannon’s favorite activities.
Before bed I cried so hard that my
throat and stomach hurt but I’m not
sure why. I guess I just need to keep
getting it out.

Day 22
Today was a good day. There’s nothing
like worshipping with and enjoying
fellowship with the church to refocus
one’s mind on heaven. It’s been three
weeks since Shannon went home. It’s
amazing how quickly time passes.
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Day 23
Last night I had a great dream about
Shannon. It was almost as if she were
here with me. She is still so much in
my heart.
This morning I again cried. Sometimes
I just miss her so much. At other times
I’m probably too busy to think about
missing her but I still think of her
several times per day. I still can’t
believe she’s gone.
This evening I was able to watch a
home video from earlier in our lives
together. The only thing I wish was that
I had taken more time with Shannon to
watch
these
videos
and
relive
memories. We were so busy in the
present that we really didn’t spend
much time in the past. Maybe that’s
good though. Some people spend so
much time in the past that they’ve
forgotten how to live in the present.
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Day 24
Today was a good day. There was much
to do, including getting my will
redrafted. I’m paying more attention
than ever to my health as well as to
provisions for my family in case of my
poor health or death. I feel better about
the organization of things and feel from
a physical standpoint that I’m making
it easier on them if difficulties arise.
I still think of Shannon several times
per day and, yes, I still get the feeling
that she’s here.

Day 25
Today was a good day. Being in
fellowship with the church is such a
help. I am blessed with many
wonderful friends.
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I was remembering today how I felt as
Shannon died and also how I felt for a
few days after her passing. It was
almost as if I was trying to peer into
heaven to be sure that she got there
okay. It reminded me of how, on the
few occasions when we were apart from
each other, the one traveling would call
the other to let him or her know that
they arrived safely. It also reminded me
of how we would take our children
somewhere and stand there and watch
to make sure they got into the house,
on the airplane, etc. safely. Since I
couldn’t glance into heaven, I did the
next best thing. I went to God’s Word to
see what the Lord had to say about
what happens to a faithful Christian at
death, what awaits us in heaven, etc.
and that set my mind at ease. Since I
was able to hold her hand as she died,
I guess I did all I could do to make sure
she arrived home safely.
On another note, I know I need to do
something with her clothes. She has so
many that she, as a professional
seamstress, had made. I contacted a
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non-profit called Dress For Success
and they said they would be happy for
me to donate her clothes to them. I
know I need to take them to Dress for
Success, but I have a feeling that I’m
putting it off because I don’t want
Shannon's closet to be empty. I know
she wouldn’t have wanted her closet to
become a museum. I must get myself to
the point that I can give those away so
that others can benefit from Shannon’s
marvelous work.

Day 26
It may be strange but I actually find
myself looking forward to going to bed
at night. I’ve had some vivid dreams in
which it seemed like Shannon was with
me. They’ve been good dreams and I
wake up refreshed in the morning. The
mind that God gave us is an incredible
and intricate creation. While it can
cause us pain, it can also bring us joy.
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I boxed up Shannon’s shoes today. The
box is still in the closet. I suppose I
shouldn’t rush myself.

Day 27
Sometimes I find myself still thinking
about mistakes I made as a husband. I
want to make up for them, but now I
can’t. Also, I have seen some positive
changes in my life since Shannon’s
death. The trouble is that now and
then I feel guilty about these
improvements in my life. Why didn’t I
make them before Shannon died? I
wonder if her death was the only way
the Lord could correct the path that I
was on. Again, I’m not angry with God.
Shannon’s going to be with Him was
nothing but a blessing for her. The
lessons I’ve learned have been great for
me. I hope I continue to apply them. I
just wish I would have learned them
while she was alive so she could have
shared in my growth.
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Day 28
This morning I was remembering how
Shannon faced death in the final days
here at home. She spoke of going to be
with the Lord so calmly, as calmly as
anyone would speak of a trip they
would be taking to another city. There
was never a hint of anxiety or fear. She
was just going on a journey to a place
about which she had read but to which
she had never gone. That is faith and
that is confidence. We all want to go to
heaven but the passage (death) is
tough.
This evening I went to a cookout that
some friends have hosted for the past
three years. It was enjoyable being
there but I couldn’t help but remember
last year’s event. It was held not long
after Shannon’s first surgery. I
remember helping her walk because
she was still a little weak. At that point
all we were thinking was that she had
just gone through a routine surgery
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and she would be fine soon. Cancer
was not in our vocabulary at that time.
How quickly things change.
Right now I’m trying to keep from
torturing myself over the time that
elapsed between the diagnosis in May,
the next surgery in July and the
hospitalization in August. It’s difficult
not to think about how different the
outcome might have been if we had had
the second surgery sooner or had
gotten to chemotherapy treatments
sooner. We trusted that the doctors
knew better than we did. I don’t want
to question that trust but from time to
time I find myself a player in the cruel
game of "What If?". I don't engage in it
for long, but each time I do I find it an
agonizing ordeal.
At times it seems that this is all just a
dream. At other times it seems that the
time I had with her was the dream and
that this is the reality. Fortunately I
have four children as proof that my life
with Shannon wasn’t a dream.
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Day 29
Four weeks ago today I was talking
with Shannon in the morning and early
afternoon and holding her hand as she
died in the late evening. Four weeks
ago today. In the days afterward I
wondered how I would make it. Now it’s
been four weeks. That’s not a long time
but it seems like it.
I realized something today. I really
want to write this book on comfort in
the Psalms. I’ve made a lot of progress
in its preparation and am just about
ready to start writing, but what I
realized is that if I am going to be able
to really understand the topic and offer
insights on the verses, I’m going to
need to continue feeling the hurt and
experiencing the comfort. In other
words, I envision additional pain
ahead. As much as it hurts to think
about it, I’ll take it if it will help me get
this message across to others.
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Yesterday I started publishing some of
my articles on the church’s website and
today I had someone respond by email.
Again, the opportunity for teaching
presents itself. I’ve had many of these
since Shannon’s death and have tried
to seize on as many as possible. I will
not let her death be wasted on me. I
will use my time to honor God by using
my talents and the experiences I’ve
been through in all of this.
As of today, I’m teaching a Wednesday
night class, publishing articles each
day on the website, writing a weekly
bulletin article and working on In the
Lap of God: Comfort from the Psalms.

Day 30
I remember writing on an earlier day
how that Shannon and I did not dwell
in the past. We appreciated the past,
lived in the moment and anticipated
the future. Now that she’s gone, I need
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to be careful that I don’t dwell in the
past. I have children and grandchildren
to influence. I don’t need to be
spending my time with them in
sadness. I need to enjoy these moments
with them.

Day 31
Today it’s been a month since
Shannon’s passing. At 8:59 this
evening, I paused to think of her (as
though I don’t think of her often
through the day anyway). Of course
that brought tears and a continuation
of the disbelief that she’s gone. She was
so vibrant and active with so much
ahead of her. We were going to go
across the country to sewing events
after our youngest son’s graduation
from high school.
In some ways I can’t believe it’s been a
month. In other ways it seems like it’s
been forever. The days go by quickly
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but there’s still an emptiness inside
me. I truly believe that someone could
have literally cut a piece of my body
from me and I wouldn’t have hurt any
less nor would I see and feel evidence of
the loss any more.
This depth of sorrow is the price one
pays for a commitment to love. If I
hadn’t loved her so deeply, I wouldn’t
be feeling this pain so intensely. In
spite of the pain, I would live my life
with Shannon all over again. I can’t
imagine what life would have been like
without that love she and I shared.
I’m continuing to make progress on In
the Lap of God: Comfort from the
Psalms. My hope is that I can probe the
depths of my feelings of sadness and
grasp the significance of the passages
of comfort to the extent that people will
draw closer to God and be faithful to
Him. I don’t want it to be a book of
empty platitudes. I want it to exalt God
in the Psalms to help people in their
troubles.
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Day 32
Today was a pretty good day. The days
in which I can worship God with the
church or be in Bible class seem to be
the best. Preparing to teach class is
also helpful.

Day 33
I spent the better part of the day
working in the yard with my sons,
putting down 20 yards of mulch. I used
to so enjoy yard work. It was good to be
outside today. I’m trying to get outside
and ride a bike or do something in the
yard regularly.
I had to have a blunt talk with myself
by reminding myself that Shannon is
gone and is not coming back. Sure,
there’s a selfish side to me that wants
her back but she is not coming. If
pressed on the matter, I know I would
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not want her here. She is at rest in
eternity so she is not coming back. As
tough as that is to accept, I must
accept it. I found myself dealing well
with this most of the day until I looked
at her picture on the wall and now I
miss her all over again. She ought to be
in the other room but she’s not. I ought
to be able to talk to her just like we did
for so many years but I can’t.
I still find myself having vivid dreams
about her. They are so real in fact that
when I wake up I feel comforted, as
though she were actually here.
I'm realizing both good and bad results
of writing In the Lap of God: Comfort
from the Psalms. Good: Possibly
helping others dealing with sorrow and
personally receiving the comfort from
God’s Word. Bad: Having to dredge up
the feelings that require the comfort.
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Day 34
I experienced a mixture of feelings
today, going from acceptance to crying
again. I was really tired late this
afternoon. Maybe that led to the tears.
Earlier I was thinking of how it seems
that people have forgotten Shannon. All
the attention is gone now and I really
don’t want attention by means of
continuing to remind people that
Shannon is dead. All that does is make
people sad and even feel sorry for me.
That’s not what I want. I want them to
see my faith and strength. I want them
to see that by my trust in God I am
able to move on. I need to keep the
sadness to myself or only share it
sparingly with a few others. I continue
to use prayer as my outlet because I
know that no one here truly
understands my heart like God does.
Regarding people forgetting, I know
they haven’t forgotten her. I’m sure
she’s still on many people’s hearts.
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Some might be afraid of mentioning her
but it’s okay if they do. I enjoy the
reminders.
I wonder if I’m maintaining an element
of sadness out of fear that if I don’t, I
will forget Shannon. Even as long as
it’s been, I still can’t believe she’s gone.
Had she been ill for years perhaps it
would seem more real, but she was
always so healthy and vibrant.
Today I had a really hard time
physically. I miss her touch. I miss
holding her. I miss her kisses. I miss
how she used to cup my face in her
hand. A time or two over the past few
weeks I thought what I was missing
was a woman’s touch and a woman my
age to talk to and spend time with. If I’ll
ever be ready for that again, I know I’m
not ready now because I’ve realized
that what I am missing is not just any
woman’s touch and relationship. I’m
missing Shannon. But she’s not coming
back, and it still hurts to know this.
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I finished writing the chapter in In the
Lap of God: Comfort from the Psalms
that talks about the feelings of sorrow
experienced by the Psalmists.

Day 35
I had over 50 people at my house today
for a youth devotional. We had done
this last year before Shannon got sick. I
couldn’t help but remember how much
she enjoyed it. It’s strange to be in a
roomful of people and still feel lonely.
All in all, it was a pretty good day.
When will I stop missing Shannon?

Day 36
Today I finished the first draft of the
second chapter of In the Lap of God:
Comfort from the Psalms. It is a look at
comfort from Psalm 1. Again, it’s good
to be in worship. I look forward to these
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times. Five weeks have passed since
Shannon went home.

Day 37
This was a very unproductive day. I
was so tired. This evening I just laid
down and slept for an hour or so and
now am going to bed earlier than
normal. I know I’ve been pushing
myself but I don’t want to waste time.
I’m trying to give time to the children,
do my work and get my Bible work
done. When Shannon was here I felt
that I could rest but since she’s been
gone I have felt such an urgency to get
things done that I probably haven’t
rested enough. Hopefully I can sleep
tonight and then have more energy
tomorrow.
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Day 38
After about 9 hours of sleep, I had a
better day. It’s amazing how sleep
helps. I’m reminded of the way that
God told Elijah to take care of himself
when he was distressed in I Kings 19.
Of course, having said that, here it is
nearly 12:30 a.m. and I’m still up. It’s
okay this time though because I just
finished writing chapter two of In the
Lap of God: Comfort from the Psalms. I
had written it a couple days ago but
didn’t like it. It sounded too distant. I
need this book to glorify God but in so
doing I need it to show my passion for
the Word and how much it helped
Shannon and me and continues to help
me now. I feel that I was able to dig
deeper this evening and get the results
I wanted. As I expected, I found myself
having to touch painful emotions, but
in return, I was able to feel greater
comfort. Now I’m ready for the next
chapter.
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Day 39
Today was a good day. I'm still enjoying
the comfort received from yesterday’s
research and writing of the chapter in
In the Lap of God: Comfort from the
Psalms. Now I just have to stop editing
it. Shannon used to get after me for
constantly rewriting my books and
articles.

Day 40
One year ago today I was sitting in the
van with Shannon when I heard her
use the word, "cancer." She had just
gotten out of the doctor’s office. I’ll
never forget that day. I did not imagine
at that time that one year later I’d be
without her. Both she and I really did
believe that we would beat it.
Ultimately, she has beaten it and for
that I am thankful but today I am
missing her. These anniversary dates
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are tough. I imagine her birthday is
going to be difficult for me and then
mine might be difficult as well.

Day 41
Today was a good day, although I find
myself tearing up from time to time. I
still sleep with all of Shannon’s pillows,
including the last one she ever used. I
still have her robe in the chair in the
bedroom and grab onto it and hold it
when I’m having a really good cry.
Today I rewrote chapter two of In the
Lap of God: Comfort from the Psalms
(Shannon would be telling me to stop
rewriting), finished the first draft on the
third chapter and started writing the
fourth. Maybe it won’t help anyone
other than me. If that’s the case, then it
won’t be a waste of time at all.
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Day 42
I’ve started working on capturing home
movies on video so that I can share
them with the family. It’s hard to watch
them. It seems that Shannon ought to
be sitting here next to me.

Day 43
I don’t know how I’d make it through
this if I wasn't able to be in fellowship
with the church and worship God. I’m
thankful for these blessings.

Day 44
All weekend long I’ve been thinking
about how Shannon would take each of
the children to the grocery store on
Mondays. On Mondays that were
holidays, I would go with her. Today is
a holiday and she and I would have
been at the store.
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Day 45
I’m trying to get to bed earlier tonight.
It will cause me to not be able to write
but I think fatigue is affecting my
mood. I don’t necessarily feel tired but I
seem to be crying easier. Over the past
weeks a good night’s sleep has helped
so I’ll try that.

Day 46
Today was a pretty good day, again,
probably because I slept for eight
hours. I enjoyed teaching Bible class,
especially Philippians 1:21-24 which
has taken on so much meaning since
Shannon’s death.
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Day 47
I think I’m starting to get some balance
back in my life. There’s still an urgency
to do something every day to teach
God’s Word, but I’m also learning to
give time to my family and to others as
well as time to myself to relax. Jesus
took time to get away by Himself. It’s
very important as is good rest.
I’m looking forward to going on my trip
to see my new granddaughter within
the next few weeks.
Business has picked up and looks very
promising.
Tomorrow the ladies from the sewing
guild are coming to pick up the rest of
Shannon’s fabric, notions, etc. I hope
I’ll be able to handle it. All of those
things are just material items like her
clothes, but she touched every one of
them and with every piece that goes out
the door, there’s one less thing that she
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touched that I can no longer touch,
just like I can no longer touch her. I
knew letting go would be difficult.

Day 48
Most of the fabric was taken today.
They’re coming for the rest tomorrow.
There were eight 20x20x20 boxes full of
fabric. The room up there looks so
empty. I can still remember the day
this past winter when I walked into
that room and saw Shannon just
touching her equipment, like she was
saying goodbye to an old friend. I still
cry when I look at her picture. I want to
touch her so much.

Day 49
All of the fabric and other things in the
sewing room are gone. It looks so
empty up there.
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I find myself getting more involved with
other people. I accepted a last minute
dinner invitation from some friends. I
also posted an old home movie video on
Facebook. Opening up to let others in
is disquieting at times. The thought
rushes over me, "What if they hurt me
by leaving like Shannon did?"

Day 50
Today is another anniversary. It’s been
7 weeks since Shannon went home.
Another thing I’m learning is how to
enjoy my family more. I’ve always
enjoyed them but now I seem to be
focusing more on talking to and
listening to them. They only have one
parent to go to now and it’s important
that I be there for them. I love them all
and am thankful for the uniqueness of
each one. Together they are helping me
recover. I hope I’m helping them as
well.
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I got halfway through the chapter
about Psalm 23 in In the Lap of God:
Comfort from the Psalms and found
myself dissatisfied again. It looks like I
may write every chapter twice at this
rate. I just want to really touch my
emotions. That’s the only way I’m going
to be able to help others. It can’t be a
book of advice or empty comments. It
has to come from the heart.
I took my youngest son to Bible camp
today. My youngest daughter is here
and we’ll be able to spend time together
in the evenings but during the day it
will be just me.

Day 51
Today was a busy day. I admit to still
feeling an emptiness, especially when I
look at Shannon’s picture. I napped
briefly after supper and woke up when
I thought I heard a voice calling me. It
was probably just the television but I
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still feel from time to time that I can
hear Shannon.

Day 52
So here comes another strange notion
to go along with the others. Today I
wondered if this house had something
to do with Shannon’s death. It’s been a
source of aggravation to me for a
variety of reasons since we moved here.
Of course, to think that she’d still be
alive if we were in our other house is
certainly not the most rational of
thoughts. It’s probably just my mind
still trying to come up with an answer
for all of this.

Day 53
Today was a good day, except for a few
moments when I found myself again
asking “why.” Sometimes we think that
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this question indicates a lack of faith or
even anger with God. From my
perspective, it seems that it indicates
more of a lack of understanding. I want
to know what I can learn from all of
this. I want to understand how I can
grow from this.

Day 54
I enjoyed some time with my youngest
daughter before my youngest son gets
back from camp tomorrow. Each of my
children is special and I’m thankful for
them. I don’t know how I’d make it
through this without them.

Day 57
Yes, two days are missing from these
notes. I don’t really have anything new
to say. I still cry.
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Today I wondered again what would
have happened if I had insisted that
the doctors move more quickly after
Shannon's diagnosis. It took six weeks
for the next surgery and Shannon’s
lungs collapsed about three weeks
later. What if we had been able to move
more quickly? Maybe the lungs
wouldn’t have collapsed and the
treatments could have started earlier,
thus stopping the cancer from getting
into her lymph nodes. I’m sure the
doctors explained the reasons for their
timing but I don’t remember. There
were several working with her case and
I trusted them to know what to do. I’m
sure they did their best.
Shannon’s clothes are out of her closet
and in the van to be taken to Dress For
Success tomorrow. I tried not to cry
when taking them out but couldn’t help
it.
I’m having a good Bible discussion with
one of Shannon’s sewing friends. I also
have an opportunity to introduce a
childhood friend of mine to the Gospel.
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I continue to post Bible articles online
every day and am thankful for those
who read them. God said His Word
would not return void. My hope and
prayer is that doors will be opened and
souls brought to Christ.
I’ve finished four chapters in In the Lap
of God: Comfort from the Psalms and
have taken the last few days off from it.
I should be able to write another
chapter this week.

Day 58
Taking the clothes to Dress For
Success wasn’t as difficult as I thought
it would be. It was harder to take them
out of the closet than it was to give
them away. Between sweaters, shoes
and clothes that Shannon made, I took
close to 200 items. I hope a lot of good
comes from their use. The ladies who
get those clothes will never wear
anything finer
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Day 59
If I hadn’t loved so deeply I would not
hurt so badly. I said this a month after
Shannon died. Now, nearly a month
later and nearly two months since her
passing, I still feel the pain. I’m finding
that more people are reading my
articles. This evening a Christian lady
who has not been faithful came to Bible
class. One of the elders of the church
said she told him that she had been
reading my articles. I’m thankful for
any good that comes from these efforts
and pray that more good will come.

Day 60
Two months have gone by. Have I
learned anything? If so, have I already
forgotten it? It’s so easy to get caught
up in the day to day “urgent” matters.
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Two months ago I watched Shannon
leave this world. How can something
have gone by so quickly and yet the
days seem so long?

Day 61
The only thing I’m wishing today (other
than that Shannon was here, of course)
is that I had been aware before
Shannon’s death of some of the feelings
I would be experiencing. I still think
from time to time about mistakes I
made as a husband and wish I could
talk to her about them. People who lose
a loved one suddenly often wish they
could talk to them once more and tell
them everything they didn’t get the
chance to say. I had plenty of time to
do all that. The thing is, I was focused
on her comfort and wanted to make her
days happy. I really don’t recall
wanting to bring up anything that
might have been a bad memory. It’s
possible that we did discuss these
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things. I don’t remember. I almost wish
I’d have gotten an audio recording of
her talking to me so I could listen to it
whenever I want.
I'm leaving a week from today to be
with my daughter and her family as we
welcome their new baby. Both of my
sons are going with me. Shannon’s
birthday is this coming Thursday. I can
tell right now that it’s going to be hard.
I’m looking forward to getting away for
awhile.

Day 62
Today is Father’s Day. I have four
wonderful children, a great son-in-law,
a tremendous grandson and a beautiful
granddaughter on the way. About all I
can think of right now is how much
Shannon enjoyed holidays and giving
presents. I want to think about the
happiness my family brings me. I want
to stop crying but my heart feels as
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heavy now as it did two months ago.
There are some decisions I want to
make about the house and the future
but I’m going to wait until I get back
from my trip. Hopefully I’ll be rested
and level-headed when I look at these
decisions.
I think part of my sadness this week is
due to the fact that by this time we
would all be getting ready for
Shannon’s birthday. I would be taking
my youngest son to buy her a present.
We would be buying cake mix and pork
chops and other dinner items. I don’t
get to do that anymore.

Day 63
The pain is still so deep. Last night I
wrote a chapter in In the Lap of God:
Comfort from the Psalms. Of course, I
felt better because God’s Word is the
source of comfort. I woke up feeling
good and happy. Then I saw Shannon’s
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picture and cried. Then I looked at a
pillow she had made and cried even
more. Again I went to the Bible and
prayer for comfort. It’s like a battle
raging within between the sorrow and
my desire to be happy. Which side will
win?

Day 64
Today would have been Shannon’s 53rd
birthday. I went to bed last night
crying. I had a bad dream but when I
woke up I began thinking about what
was making me sad. Basically, I’m
feeling sorry for myself because
Shannon is not here. I’m not sorry for
her. I’m sorry for me. I can go around
the rest of my life like this or I can be
thankful for the years we had, be
especially thankful for the eternal
peace she is now enjoying, and I can
look forward to that myself.
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I spent part of the day with Shannon's
parents. I’ve enjoyed talking with them
and our children about Shannon. A
memory is a wonderful gift. In two days
I'm leaving for my trip with my sons to
welcome my granddaughter into the
world. I’m really looking forward to
getting away for awhile.

Day 66
I'm over 800 miles away from my home
at the home of my daughter and sonin-law and their growing family. I’m
enjoying the change of scenery and the
visit but I must admit that I am feeling
a little inadequate. There are just some
things that grandmothers are meant to
do and being there for the birth of a
grandbaby is one of them. Of course,
grandfathers matter too but I don’t
think it’s the same. I’ll do my best to fill
both roles. I’m happy to be here and
want to show it.
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Day 68
I’ve been interested in different
responses I get from people as they
express their sympathy to me. When
someone says they’re sorry for my loss,
I thank them but immediately let them
know that everything is okay. I know
Shannon is happy and I’m thankful to
the Lord for bringing her home. Some
don’t really say anything to that.
Others come back with, “Yes, but it still
must hurt.” Of course, others agree.
One person commented on how rough
the year has been for us and I think I
surprised him when I said it hasn’t
been that bad. I guess that seems like a
contradiction, considering how much
I’ve commented here on my sadness.
But this is all just a “light affliction” as
Paul said. I’ll pull through this and,
again, I’m not sad for Shannon. I
rejoice for her and, relatively speaking,
it won’t be long until I see her again.
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Day 69
Today I found myself playing “what if”
again. The "game" (if you want to call it
that) went all the way back to
wondering what would have happened
if I had had unlimited funds. Would I
have insisted that Shannon allow me to
take her to specialists across the
country? She didn’t want to go, and of
course I would have taken her no
matter how little money was in our
bank account, but would I have been
persistent? Could I possibly have saved
her? I just keep thinking about her
being here for the birth of our
granddaughter and wondering if I could
have done more to make sure that she
was here. I guess I’m blaming myself
for her not being here.
I’ve also seen her final look in my
mind’s eye over the last several days. I
remember how she turned to me and
opened her eyes wide. I smiled at her.
Every night that we were married, the
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last thing we said to each other before
going to sleep was, "I love you." I told
her that several times on the day she
died but the words would not come as
she took her final breath. Had I tried to
speak, I would have broken down in
tears. I felt it was more important for
her to see my smile. That was her final
earthly sight. I trust that the Lord’s
smile was the first to greet her as she
departed.

Day 70
I was thinking more about what I wrote
last night regarding the money in the
bank, etc. Another way to look at that
is that if we had put all kinds of money
away, saving it for our later years, we
wouldn’t have been able to enjoy it. As
it is, we were able to do several things
together. If I was sitting here now with
a bunch of money in the bank that I
had saved in preparation for the two of
us to spend it together, I’m sure I’d feel
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disappointed and probably would be
wishing that I had done more with the
money while Shannon was alive.

Day 73
Another “first” has passed with my
granddaughter's
birth:
the
first
grandchild without Shannon. I was fine
until I held her and looked at her and
saw an expression similar to what
Shannon made. Then I cried for what
must have been at least five minutes.
With my birthday coming up in a few
days, I wonder how I will handle that?
I do feel myself breaking away from
Shannon’s physical presence. That
thought frightens me because I don’t
want to forget her. This, in turn, stirs
up pangs of guilt. After all, I'm not
supposed to forget the woman to whom
I was married for over 30 years, am I?
"Shame on you," Guilt cries. But the
tormenter, Guilt, does nothing but
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hinder my recovery as it invites me to
live in a past that I can never change.
My dear Guilt, I beg your permission to
go on with my life without you being
my constant companion.

Day 76
I’m thankful for my family who made
my birthday so enjoyable.

Day 81
Over a week has passed since my last
entry. During this time I was with my
daughter and her family out of state.
Things were pretty easy to handle,
although I did have a rough moment or
two on my birthday. My youngest son
and I came back through some of the
cities where Shannon and I lived and
saw some people we had known for
years. I started to go to the university
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where Shannon and I met, but it was
too difficult and I decided not to go.
Since being home I’ve seen her picture
more and am constantly being
reminded of her. It’s making me sad
again.
I’m definitely going to put the house up
for sale but I wonder if that will make
things any easier. I want to stay here
for my youngest son until he graduates
from high school and for the business
but I don’t feel I’m handling it well
being here. Being gone seemed so
much easier.

Day 82
I have mixed feelings about this but
today I took Shannon’s picture off of
my computer desktop. On the one hand
I felt bad about taking it off because it
seemed harsh. It was like I was
forgetting her. On the other hand, every
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time I looked at her beautiful face it
made me miss her. It seems like I
should be able to look at her picture
and smile but I can’t do that right now.
My business is growing rapidly. I miss
Shannon being here to share in this
with me.
I talked to a Realtor today. Someone is
coming by later in the week to evaluate
the house for a listing. I’m trying to
simplify life.

Day 84
As of today, I am coming to grips with
the fact that this is my new life. Of
course I’ve known that for several
weeks but some days it doesn’t register.
Shannon is not coming back. Many
things in my life are the same (serving
God, children, work, etc.) but her
absence is such a huge change because
she was such a major part of my life. I
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have to stop trying to hang onto the
past. This is my new life and I need to
use it to the glory of God.

Day 90
I was thinking today of the moment
that Shannon passed from this life.
Many times I have wished that I had
done more to protect and to save her.
I’m thankful that what I wasn’t able to
do in saving her life, God was able to
do in saving her soul. I gave her care
over to Him at that moment. He had
been with us every day while she lived
but upon her death He took over
complete care. He’s doing a much
better job than I ever could have.

Day 94
I had a difficult time at the wedding of
some young friends. Just reliving the
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memory of our wedding was hard
enough, but then it was even more
difficult listening to "The Wind Beneath
My Wings" (a song that makes me think
of my hero, Shannon) and a Pachelbel
song that Shannon used to play for the
children when they were little to get
them to go to sleep. Just when I think
I’m past the emotions, I feel them all
over again.

Day 96
The house is on the market.

Day 101
Thinking about another first, my
youngest
son’s
birthday
without
Shannon, brought me to some tears
this morning. It got more difficult later
in the day when my youngest daughter
and I were talking about her dating. I
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so very much hope that she’ll be
patient and I pray every day for her to
find a faithful Christian young man. I
felt so inadequate in talking to her
about this. Shannon would have done
such a better job. All I can do is my
best. Shannon was so important as a
mother as well as a wife. I know the
children must miss being able to talk to
her.

Day 106
I'm still not able to sit down and write
the next chapter in In the Lap of God:
Comfort from the Psalms, but I’m
getting closer. I picked up a CD of the
Carpenters from Shannon’s collection.
That brought the sadness. All week I’ve
been thinking more about her.
Hopefully by tomorrow evening I’ll have
enough preparation to start writing
again. If I don’t feel the pain I can’t
write on a deep enough level.
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Day 109
One year ago today, Shannon was
struggling with her breathing. We had
to call the ambulance and have her
taken to the emergency room. That’s
when we discovered that the cancer
had traveled to her lungs and had
punctured them. Thus began a series
of many trips to, and days in, the
hospital. I’d do it all over again just to
have her here, but then she’d be in
pain and discomfort again and I
wouldn’t want that. I’m missing her
today.

Day 123
It looks like a lot of my need for writing
in this journal has now passed. I’ve
channeled my writing energies into
articles, sermon outlines and In the
Lap of God: Comfort from the Psalms.
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My youngest son’s first football game
this past Friday had a few moments of
melancholy. I expect as the days and
nights get cooler that I’ll be missing
holding
Shannon.
Holidays
will
probably have their challenges as well.
For now, the business is growing, my
youngest son has started school, and
there are many people who are in need
so I have plenty to do.
I’m not sure why but I find myself more
sure of myself and more focused on the
tasks at hand. Again, while I know
there will still be difficult times, I am
seeing God’s fulfillment of His promise
to provide the peace that passes all
understanding. I’m ready to go to Him
and am genuinely looking forward to it.
In the meantime, I have much to do
and will strive to give my best doing it.
As it turned out, we gave over 1,200
yards of Shannon’s fabric to the sewing
guild. That doesn’t count the yardage
we gave to friends and family. She had
a lot of fabric!
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Day 138
Today I finished writing the eleventh
chapter of In the Lap of God: Comfort
from the Psalms. I also finished
compiling
the
fourth
lesson
of
Shannon’s on-line classes which are
scheduled to go back into circulation
through Pattern Review.
I find my dreams alternating between
disturbing and comforting. In the midst
of them I feel pretty good but then they
go by so quickly. It seems that I can
hear Shannon’s voice. It’s frustrating
when they’re over and sometimes I
wake up and cry because the dream is
over.
I can still see her before she died,
turning to me and saying, “Those blue
eyes.” Just before she closed her eyes,
she looked at me. I smiled. Sometimes I
wish I had told her again at that
moment that I loved her but I had told
her many times and at that moment
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words just wouldn’t come. Anything I
would have said would probably have
brought on tears. I just wanted her to
see a smile, not tears. How I miss her.

Day 152
The Pattern Review book to which
Shannon contributed a chapter arrived
over the weekend. Although I didn’t
know it prior to publication, the book
was dedicated to Shannon. I enjoyed
showing it off to people and once again
having the opportunity to brag on her. I
stopped by the newspaper office to ask
them to do a story about it. Hopefully
that will be done within the next few
weeks.
The
five
month
anniversary
of
Shannon's passing came and went this
past Saturday.
I fear getting too caught up in day to
day matters that will take me from my
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desire to write and spread God’s Word.
I still am trying to apply what I learned
from Shannon’s death and hope that
no matter how much longer I live, I will
not forget the urgency of getting God’s
Word to the masses.

Day 161
The cooler weather has always been a
favorite. Shannon and I both enjoyed it.
She liked to walk with me in the cool
evenings. It’s been hard remembering
this. I’m missing her right now.

Day 174
The last week and a half has been
particularly difficult. I believe it’s the
cool weather. This time of year we’d be
next to each other on the couch in front
of the fireplace or walking hand in
hand in the cool evening with her close
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to me to stay warm. She called me her
furnace. She didn’t like the cold
weather but we both enjoyed the
closeness that it produced.
Last night I dreamed of her. We were
next to each other. She was saying
something but I couldn’t hear. I said, “I
want to hear your voice” and then I
woke up. Immediately I reached for her,
thinking in my still half-asleep state
that she was there. It was so real. But
then when I realized she wasn’t there,
it hurt so badly. It still hurt this
morning and it still hurts now. The
dreams are wonderful, but waking up
to the reality can sometimes be cruel.
Last Sunday night I asked one of the
men at church to teach my Christian
Evidences class. I wanted to spend
more time writing In the Lap of God:
Comfort from the Psalms and felt like I
was getting spread too thin with my
time. Also, I write better when I am
feeling Shannon’s loss. Since that time
I’ve written three chapters and started
a fourth. I don’t like the pain but
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hopefully the results will benefit not
only me but those who read the book.

Day 176
I believe I remember hearing about
amputees dreaming that they had all of
their limbs and then waking up to feel
if they are there. That’s similar to
what’s happening to me at night as I
dream of Shannon next to me and then
wake up to reach for her. That’s a
pretty good analogy, as a part of me
was cut off when she went home.

Day 180
Six months ago this moment, I was
looking at the earthly house in that my
beautiful Shannon occupied for nearly
53 years. It was empty. She had gone
home. Today I miss her as much as I
ever have. Dealing with some day-to76

day difficulties have added to the
challenge. It’s time to write another
chapter in In the Lap of God: Comfort
from the Psalms and get some relief
from the pain.

Day 193
In the Lap of God: Comfort from the
Psalms is finished, and ahead of
schedule at that. I just kept finding
Psalms about which to write and then
one day within the past week or so I
found that I had written all I could. I’m
not sure how well received it will be,
but I benefited from the study and from
writing it. I can’t remember when I
poured so much into one volume.

Day 237
Here’s a strange feeling. I’m happy but I
feel a little guilty about it. Welcome
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back, old friend Guilt! I thought I had
asked you to leave me alone! This time
my
occasional
and
unwelcome
companion is telling me that happiness
means I’m glad Shannon’s not here. Of
course, that’s not true, but Guilt is
both persuasive and persistent in his
efforts to squelch my joy.
I don’t want to sit around and feel sad
all of the time. That won’t bring
Shannon back. At times I do choose to
be sad, especially when I want to write
something or need to refocus on
eternity. It doesn’t take much to bring
up the sadness. Still, I prefer to move
on, not forgetting Shannon but striving
to be productive in the Lord’s work.

Day 277
The last few days have been difficult
and I’m not sure why. I went through
the holidays and even our anniversary
without writing anything here. Now all
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of a sudden I feel burdened again. I
don’t remember if something happened
around this time last year or not.
Maybe this was about the time that we
found out that the second round of
treatments wasn’t working. I spent time
listening to a recording of our wedding
and then to Shannon’s memorial
service. It’s been awhile since I’ve cried
like that and I seem to feel better now.
I’m at a point where on one hand I
don’t feel like getting close to anyone
but, on the other hand, I wish I had a
female friend to whom I could talk. I
don’t mean a girlfriend, just maybe
someone around my age whom I’ve
known for awhile who could give me a
female perspective on things. Shannon
and I talked about everything. I really
miss that.
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One Year
One year has passed since Shannon
went home. Here's a poem I wrote last
night:
The Hand I Held
The hand I held
was soft and sweet
It fit mine
like a glove.
Each time our fingers
intertwined,
I knew that
I was loved.
The hand I held
passed tenderly
From her father’s
into mine
One beautiful
December day
When she became
my bride.
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The hand I held
shaped little lives
With a sculptor’s
master touch,
Gently, but firmly
molding the
hearts
Of our children
she so loved.
The hand I held
touched others too
In their walk along
life’s road.
Compassion was its
foremost guide
As it helped lift
many a load.
The hand I held
caressed my cheek
And wiped away
my tears,
As together we faced
the shadow of death
And the ending of
her years.
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The hand I held,
I held with my all
‘til I could hold it
no more,
And then with thanks
to the Shepherd of souls,
I gave that hand
to the Lord.
It’s hard
had my
probably
business
Shannon
these.

to believe it’s been a year. I
moments of sadness today,
partially brought on by some
challenges
I'm
facing.
and I would have discussed

I feel a stronger commitment to
spending more time in the Lord’s work
and am praying for and working toward
the opportunity. I must keep pressing
on.
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A Walk with Grief
"Will this gnawing pain ever go away, or am I doomed to spend the
rest of my life in sorrow?"
"Has anyone ever felt what I'm feeling right now?"
If these thoughts have crossed your mind as you grieve over the
death of a loved one, then you will benefit from learning that, yes,
others have gone through what you are going through now.
This book takes you through the first year of one man's grief
following the loss of his wife of 30 years to cancer. While no two
people experience grief in exactly the same way, it's very likely that
you will find here similar emotions and questions that have filled
your days and disrupted your nights. Read and take heart in knowing
that you are not alone in your feelings and that you CAN survive
your journey through grief.
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